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Common to both the scientific and Darwinian revolu-
tions were discussions challenging the distinction be-
tween art and nature. Was art a part of nature? Could art
be used as a model for nature? This intellectual congru-
ence, however, is more than just nominal. Charles Dar-
win and Asa Gray, for example, were well-aware of the
17th century debates which preceded them through the
works of such revered English writers as William Sha-
kespeare and Thomas Browne. Furthermore, they used
their understandings of these debates to inform and
express their own thinking about the relation between
artificial and natural selection.

Domestic varieties and human interference
In a well-known 1860 review of Darwin’s Origin of Species
(1859), the Harvard botanist Asa Gray wrote the following
about the art of breeding (what Darwin had termed ‘artifi-
cial selection’):

‘the art itself is Nature,’ since the whole art consists
in allowing the most universal of all natural tenden-
cies in organic things (inheritance) to operate uncon-
trolled by other and obviously incidental tendencies.
No new power, no artificial force, is brought into
play.3

Perhaps a little enigmatic, this quotation succinctly
captures and defends a major theme in Darwin’s work.
In the first four chapters of the Origin Darwin developed
an extended analogy between artificial and natural se-
lection. Likening nature to a breeder, he compared the
creation of domestic varieties through artificial selection
to the creation of natural races in the ‘state of nature.’
Just as human selective breeding produces new domestic
varieties with desirable characteristics, he argued,

selection in nature, a result of the ‘struggle for existence,’
produces new varieties and even species, filling up cracks
in the economy of nature. In a letter written prior to the
publication of the Origin, he explained to Gray that
Nature is an ‘unerring’ breeder, ‘which selects exclusive-
ly for the good of each organic being’ (Darwin to Gray,
Sept 5, 1857).4

In the eyes of his contemporaries, however, the value of
Darwin’s comparison hinged on whether the creation of
domestic varieties was merely a result of the artificial
conditions in which they were raised and bred. As pro-
ducts of human art, domestic varieties were often seen as
lacking the reality of natural species. A common senti-
ment in circulation prior to the publication of the Origin
held that breeding was too unnatural to represent a
natural process. This sentiment was often employed in
support of arguments against drawing an analogy be-
tween domestic varieties and wild species. The geologist
and naturalist, and later close friend of Darwin’s, Charles
Lyell, wrote in 1832 that domesticated varieties were
‘extreme cases brought about by human interference,
and not [. . .] phenomena which indicate a capability of
indefinite modification in the natural world.’5 In 1837,
Edward Blyth, another soon-to-be friend and collaborator
of Darwin’s, held that the ‘influence of human interfer-
ence’ on the constitution of domestic varieties was a
testament to the power of humans over nature, but
because it produced an ‘unfitting’ of these varieties for
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life in the wild, evidenced nothing more.6 The mathema-
tician-geologist William Hopkins asserted in a review of
Darwin’s Origin, that ‘we have no right whatever to
assume that nature will necessarily produce such effects
at all when left to her own unobstructed operations, as
those which she produces under man’s interference’; he
maintained that we ‘commit an error’ when we assert that
under ordinary conditions nature is capable of producing
modifications similar to those observed in domestic vari-
eties.7 And Gray’s colleague at Harvard, Louis Agassiz,
wrote in his copy of the newly published Origin that
Darwin’s mistake ‘has been to study the origin of species
among domesticated animals’ rather than wild ones.8

Darwin disagreed with these assessments, responding
to one commentator, ‘it is an error to speak of man ‘tam-
pering with nature’.’9 In the opening quotation, Gray
defends Darwin: artificial selection should not be seen as
an unnatural interference in nature’s otherwise normal
development. Instead, he responds, ‘the art itself [that is, of
breeding] is Nature,’ ‘no artificial force [. . .] is brought into
play.’

Understood as such, Gray’s comment should be recog-
nized as part of a broader theme running through the
Darwinian revolution – a theme referred to by historian
John Cornell as, ‘Darwin’s reinterpretation of the meaning
of art and nature.’10 Darwin said, or implied, something
significant – albeit highly contested – about the art-nature
relationship which was not lost on his peers. This theme,
we might recall, is central to another very well-known
revolutionary period: the reconfiguration of 17th century
natural philosophy known as the scientific revolution.
Floris Cohen, author of the most comprehensive historio-
graphical inquiry of the scientific revolution, writes, ‘Every
interested thinker in the 17th century had to grapple with
the distinction between ‘natural’ and ‘artificially produced’

nature and the root issue of how one was related to the
other.’11 Lorraine Daston provides my favorite articulation
of this theme: ‘It is a platitude among historians of the
Scientific Revolution that the seminal thinkers of the
seventeenth century, most notably Bacon and Descartes,
abolished the nature/art distinction by subsuming the
artificial under the natural. However, it would be just
as, if not more, accurate to claim that the distinction
was collapsed [. . .] by subsuming the natural under the
artificial.’12 Regardless of the direction of subsumption,
scholars of the early modern period generally agree that
the relationship between these two categories was trans-
formed in the 17th century.

If discussions impinging on the relationship between
nature and art played a pivotal role in both the scientific
and Darwinian revolutions, what similarities do they
share and what can we learn from them? It is my conten-
tion that this intellectual congruence is more than just
nominal. Darwin and Gray were aware of 17th century
debates about art and nature, and furthermore, used their
understandings of these debates to inform and express
their own thinking about the relation between artificial
and natural selection. Let me begin with a typical 17th
century discussion of art and nature. After I shall return to
the Darwinian revolution.

Nature and artifice in the seventeenth-century
Early modern discussions of the relationship between art
and nature found expression in a variety of contexts.13

Here I will take as an exemplar the mechanical philosophy
of Robert Boyle, not because his reflections are represen-
tative of natural philosophical thought tout court, but
because they introduce the terms of 17th century debates
about art and nature, give a sense of their significance, and
are well known to historians of science.

Robert Boyle – prominent member of the Royal Society
of London and foremost proponent of their mechanical
philosophy – likened nature to an intricate work of art:
a machine, or as he characteristically put it, an ‘engine.’ In
his view, clocks provided a commonplace and appropriate
model for the natural world (Figure 1).

In likening nature to an engine, Boyle sought to distance
himself from what he called the ‘vulgarly received notion of
nature,’ a confused and confusing notion, fabricated by the
ancients, and passed down through the Medieval period
and Renaissance.14 The vulgar notion of nature was prob-
lematic for a number of reasons, notably, it encouraged
what Boyle deemed unintelligible anthropomorphisms
that appropriated praise rightfully belonging to God. A
typical example was ‘nature abhors a vacuum.’ Nature,
Boyle thought, could not abhor anything, nor could it serve
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